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Lightstat Continues to Expand Intelligent Energy Portfolio with Low Cost Climate Control System

Barkhamsted, CT - June 12, 2017 - Lightstat announces the expansion of its automated temperature control product line with the new ecoStat  

Thermostat. ecoStat delivers a low-cost, intelligent and energy efficient solution in the form of a modern, simple user interface. 

Lightstat’s newest thermostat model is feature-rich with two-stages of auto-changeover heating and cooling, configurable setpoints, and onboard  

digital temperature and humidity sensing to help maintain consistent temperature, increase facility efficiency and reduce energy costs.  

Key features of the Lightstat ecoStat include:

• Two stage heating and cooling with auto changover

• O/B terminal for heat pump applications

• Mode Independent fan control

• Detachable backplate for ease of installation

• User interface to control power, mode, setpoints and fan

• Large LCD display for current temperature, active mode and setpoints

• Pre-configurable setpoints, setback conditions and time delays

• Custom configurations

• Digital temperature and humidity sensor

• Battery or common wire configuration options

 

“ecoStat is yet another example of Lightstat’s commitment to provide its customers with simple and affordable energy management solutions”, says 

Scott Loveland, Vice President of Sales and Marketing.  A large LCD screen displays values for current temperature, relative humidity, heating setpoint, 

cooling setpoint, fan mode, active outputs, temperature units, override, battery status and setback.

 

The budget-friendly ecoStat offers infinite environmental applications, including apartments/condos, tenant housing, dormitories, assisted living facilities, 

military housing, stockrooms, mechanical rooms and more.

The ecoStat Thermostat joins an extensive line of automated and integrated climate control systems engineered to optimize energy efficiency.  For more 

information about Lightstat’s ecoStat Thermostat, please visit http://www.lightstat.com/product-ecostat-thermostats.html.

 

About Lightstat
Lightstat is an Environmental Control industry leader, enabling business with intuitive, integrated and automated thermostat and lighting control systems 
for over 34 years.  Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty, the Lighstat facility management product network reduces energy consumption, improves 
energy efficiency and optimizes overall environmental performance. Lightstat provides easy to use, customizable and scalable solutions to create a 
pleasing facility environment for employees, customers and visitors. All Lightstat products are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA. Lightstat 

is a GSA approved vendor.
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